In order to anchor your primary family member to an historical time period, you will need to research a world event that occurred during their lifetime.

We are going to store *everything* in a specific folder in your Google Drive.

Here is a checklist of what you need to accomplish by _______________

___ Choose an historical event     My event is ______________________________

5 Details of this Event and a Picture for Each

___ Detail 1 Synopsis _________________________________________________

___ Detail 1 picture is _________________________________________________

___ Detail 2 Synopsis _________________________________________________

___ Detail 2 picture is _________________________________________________

___ Detail 3 Synopsis _________________________________________________

___ Detail 3 picture is _________________________________________________

___ Detail 4 Synopsis _________________________________________________

___ Detail 4 picture is _________________________________________________

___ Detail 5 Synopsis _________________________________________________

___ Detail 5 picture is _________________________________________________

You will need a NoodleTools citation for *each* detail AND *each* picture

___ Detail 1 Citation           ___ Detail 3 Citation           ___ Detail 5 Citation

___ Picture 1 Citation           ___ Picture 3 Citation           ___ Picture 5 Citation

___ Detail 2 Citation           ___ Detail 4 Citation

___ Picture 2 Citation           ___ Picture 4 Citation
You have interviewed a family member that anchors your family to a time period in history.

Your family member is: ________________, my ________________________.

They were born on: _________________________________.

For your **display board**, you will need to find **5 historical events** that occurred during your family member’s life time. One of these events you will research a little more than the other 4. You will also need **a picture for each** of these events to put on your board.

All of these will be saved in your folder on your Google Drive.

**Event #1:** ____________________________

Picture is: ____________________________

**Event #2:** ____________________________

Picture is: ____________________________

**Event #3:** ____________________________

Picture is: ____________________________

**Event #4:** ____________________________

Picture is: ____________________________

**Event #5:** ____________________________

Picture is: ____________________________